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Covert channels are useful tools for those that wish to access data on
secure systems without being detected. I expand upon the work of Greenwald
et.al.'s technical report \TFTP UDP Covert Channel Project Phase One[2],"
by modifying their UDP covert timing channel to allow it to encode more
symbols per tick. Previous literature on covert channels focuses on the binary
alphabet, but I demonstrate that, in certain instances, using a larger number
of symbols can increase the rate of transmission in a covert channel.

This work is an empirical investigation building on the work of Moskowitz
et.al.'s work on \The Timed Z-Channel[4]," but placing it into a practical
context. Using an UDP covert channel, I propose that using multiple time-
slices, one can encode larger alphabets, which in turn will allow a covert
channel to increase the mutual information per tick (IT ), which is the infor-
mation theoretic rate of transmission (rate of transmission that takes into
consideration errors in transmission). This hypothesis can be generalized to
other channels, but this experimentation is done using UDP.

I have implemented a covert channel in TFTP which can vary its alpha-
bet size; this allows it to send larger fractions of a byte per tick. Within
my experiments, I was able to achieve an IT of 2145 bits per second using
this encoding technique; a 36% increase over the timed Z-Channel. Even in
the presence of noise, the covert channel I implemented{ which I am call-
ing the Saw-Toothed channel due to its graphical representation{performs
at least as well as the binary Z-Channel. In lieu of the guidelines de�ned
for high-capacity channels in the NSA's, A Guide to Understanding Discre-

tionary Access Control in Trusted Systems, this channel, in the context of
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my experiments is leaking information at approximately 20,000 times what
the NSA views as a dangerous channel[5].

This high transmission rate has profound repercussions on data that a
user may wish to keep private. This a�ects not only governments and cor-
porations, but also citizens and customers. As Lampson de�ned the con-
�nement problem in \A Note on the Con�nement Problem", he viewed it in
terms of a�ecting all customers of information technology, not just those with
formal security policies, such as the government or corporations[3]. And, as
Baker points out in, \The Evolved Threat Paradigm: Look Who's Wearing
the Black Hats!" our threat model should not assume that the people we
\trust" to provide services are trustworthy[1]. My work examines the prop-
erties of one of the threats we seek to protect against as security professionals.
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